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A delicious mélange of 
comedy, hidden camera, reality 
and observational documentary 
shows, Marshal’s Law captures 
the crime fighting exploits of 
Lesland Marshal, a loveable 
community support officer who 
aspires to join the police force 
and be a ‘proper’ police officer.  

A genre-bending show, filmed 
on the streets of Lonon. 



 

 

Episodes 
 

Episode 1: The Law of the Lesland 
Join Lesland on his beat in Nuttleworth as he fights low level crime and handles a hostage situation in some revolving doors. 
 
Episode 2 : Birthday Beat 
Lesland gets a surprise the love of his life Dawn moves in but when his twin brother Donny is released early from prison 
Lesland’s party is pooped. 
 
Episode 3: Dirty Bombs 
CSO Lesland Marshal’s poo bag initiative goes code brown, when some hoodies attack causing a Sh*t storm in the park. 
 
Episode 4:  A Deadly Trifle  
Lesland’s discovery of a dead old lady escalates when her nephew Alan shows up and Lesland eats her trifle. 
 
Episode 5 : A Brand New Dawn  
Lesland launches his, “Hugs Not Drugs” initiative on Nuttleworth’s most notorious estate, and Dawn dates her stalker 
Raymondo. Lesland starts to believe that there is a shadowy organisation called ‘The Syndicate’ running Nuttleworth. 
 
Episode 6: The Christmas Miracle 
Lesland helps a disgruntled Nun to find her faith and meets God outside an old peoples home. Meanwhile Donny tries to 
reform his band The Dongs recruiting new band members. 
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Episode 7:  Silent but Deadly  
A dangerous mime artist is on the loose in Nuttleworth, Lesland is on the case, and decides to fight mime with mime. 
 
Episode 8: Street Smart 
Lesland does a long shift on the beat, slapping crime in the face. 
 
Episode 9:  Karlnapped 
Lesland and Izzy take the law into their own hands when they suspect CSO Karl Peabody has been turned by the Syndicate. 
But is kidnap and interpretive dance going to make Karl talk? 
 
Episode 10:  127 minutes  
Lesland gets trapped in a fridge and suspects foul play, has been marked for death by the Syndicate? 
 
Episode 11:  Holiday Time  
Lesland and Donny take a break and travel to run-down Scottish theme park ShetLand, where they try to solve the mystery 
of the missing mannequins. 
 
Episode 12:  The end of the beginning   
Donny gets an ultimatum from crimelord Shetland Tony, while his brother Lesland closes in on the Syndicate’s overlord, the 
controller, who turns out to be a familiar face. 
 

 


